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Political and scholarly discourse are so often intertwined, it is difficult 
to tell where one begins and the other ends. In political theory, debates over 
the gifts of liberalism and the failings of capitalism continue to confirm this 
observation. And most recently, anthropology has been embroiled in disputes with 
larger political ramifica t ions . Derek Freeman's new book on Margaret Mead and 
Samoa is an example of an old, politically-embedded debate re-emerging in new 
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biological/cultural contexts. 
But if politics has often invaded scholarship, it has just as often forced 
necessary reconsiderations and corrections. For example, it is apparent that 
indigenous political rumblings in the Pacific have influenced recent major re-
visions in Pacific scholarship. 2 This scholarship, in tum, has had some influence 
on the analysis indigenous people bring to their modern political situations. 
Virtually every aspect of Euro-American and indigenous culture in the Pacif i c---
religion, politics, economics, and more--is now undergoing new scrutiny at the 
same time that Pacific Islanders have begun full-scale independence struggles. 
In recent articles in Pacific Studies, histori~an I.e. Campbell has brushed 
aside some of the dust from two cherished, fundamental myths of early European-
Polynesian contact. He argues that 18th century European explorers of the Pacific 
did not carry with them a romantic mental image of "Noble Savagery," as previous 
writers have contended. Rather, these explorers held more complex and contradic-
tory views. Even those explorers regarded as "the giddiest of a naive and romantic 
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crew," entered the Pacific with highly ambivalent expectations. As for the 
Polynesians, Campbell shows that while they may have regarded European inter-
lopers as supernatural beings on first contact, such a reaction was "an 
acknowledgment of (the Europeans') power as well as their strangeness." The 
Polynesian view was"~ a token of admiration," as has been coDlllonly supposed. 
Supernatural beings throughout the Pacific, Campbell notes, "were often malevolent, 
usually mischievous, and always unreliable"---characteristics that were readily 
3 applied (with good reason) to the European adventurers. 
Campbell's historical revision of the perceptions which Europeans and Poly-
nesians had of each other on contact has major potential consequences for future 
histories of the region. For example, Campbell's analysis should reinforce the 
historical credibility of those early Europeans who found so much to admire in 
the Pacific, just as it should begin to give back historical dignity to those 
Pacific Islanders who were the subject of that admiration. 
However, Campbell concludes his article by asserting that "there is no 
reason to think that Polynesians, any more than Europeans, allowed their precon-
ceptions or reactions to racial differences to override self-interest in their 
dealings with foreigners ••. Polynesian history shows unremitting calculation and 
determination to seize whatever advantages circumstances offered. 114 
This assertion of an undefined, universal "self-interest" as the simple 
motivation behind both European and Polynesian behavior runs the danger of placing 
both peoples in the same category. Crucial differences which distinguish two 
cultures in collision and which elucidate both perceptions and behaviors are 
minimized, if not wholly lost, in Campbell's assertion of "unremitting calculation." 
The essential historical problem which Campbell does not address is the source, the 
cultural ground from which European and Polynesian perceptions sprang. These 
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cultures, I will argue, were as polarized as cultures can be. 
This essay focuses upon Hawai'i, while assuming that much of its ana l ysis 
is relevant for other Pacific histories. To what extent my assumption can 
withstand scrutiny awaits the work of other scholars. 
I . 
Over eleven centuries before Columbus accidentally encountered in his 
voyages one of the largest land masses on earth, large numbers of Polynesian 
sailors, employing navigational skills that still astonish students of the art, 
had crossed more than two thousand miles of ocean to find new lives for themselves 
and their families on the most isolated archipelago in the world---Hawai'i. 
Before there existed an England, an English language, or an Anglo-Saxon people---
Hawaiian society was already taking shape. It would continue to do so, with very 
5 little interruption from the outside world, for more than fourteen hundred years. 
During this time--stretching roughly from the era of the earliest barbarian 
attacks on Rome to that of the American Revolution-- - society changed a great deal 
in both Europe and Hawai 1 1. But the paths of change were very different. Through 
all the buffetings of war and social upheaval, trade and cultural exchange, two 
powerful strands in the fabric of European culture came to sh~pe the world view of 
its people: the religious strand that was Christianity, and the economic strand 
that was capitalism. Spared the great tumults and dislocations of Europe's history, 
and growing undisturbed out of an entirely different array of primary cultural 
and cognitive principles, Hawai'i's people created a society that was in many 
ways the antithesis of the European scheme, In several respects, however, Hawaiian 
society had remarkably much in COUlllon with that of other peoples in other parts of 
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the non-European world, 
In a brilliant work of scholarly synthesis, anthropologist Stanley Diamond 
some years ago proposed a typology of characteristics that distinguished indigenous 
6 societies from those of the modern West. As a preliminary guide to the structure 
of Hawaiian society before Western contact, portions of Diamond's model are 
worthy of scrutiny. 
1. First, the economics of indigenous societies, Diamond argues, are 
generally "communal"--that is, "those material means essential to the survival of 
the individual or group are either actively held in common or, what is equivalent, 
constitute readily accessible economic goods." Even in those societies (such as 
that of late precontact Hawai'i) where a class structure develops, Diamond notes, 
"it rarely results in the economic ruination of one group or individual by another." 
On the contrary, since it is economically non-competitive and "lacks a genuinely 
acquisitive socio-economic character," and since, even when a hierarchy develops, 
"production is for use or pleasure rather than for individual profit, "such a 
society is one in which, for example, "no man need go hungry while another eats." 
Money--that is, "an abstract, intrinsically valueless medium for appropriating 
surplus, storing value and deferring payment or delaying exchange 11--does not exist 
in indigenous societies. Neither does the Western concept of economic private 
property "ownership." This latter point is crucial for understanding precontact 
Hawai'i, or any indigenous society, especially since it has so often been misunder-
~ stood or misconstrued by both adv,pates and critics of cormnunal indigenous societies. 
As Diamond points out, conventional ideas regarding "property" in indigenous 
societies do not mean (as Engels, for example, supposed) that everything in such 
societies, including wives and children, is owned in common; this idea, as he puts 
it, "conjures up a false image of an absolute, monolithic, social, economic and 
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psychological collectivism." Nor, in the absence of this extreme, should we 
suppose the opposite---as some have---that even incorporeal things such as songs, 
magic s1lells, curing rituals, or spirits are "owned" by individuals. Both of 
these misconceptions result from an inability or unwillingness to consider a 
reality beyond the parameters of the Western world view. Both of them fail to 
recognize the middle ground that is repeatedly seen in the workings of indigenous 
societies: ownership can and does exist, but in a way that is independent of 
basic economic functions---that is, in Diamond's words, it "does not endanger and 
is irrelevant to the communal functioning of the economic base." 
In sum, although possession is possible in indigenous societies, private 
"ownership" of economically essential goods---including, most importantly, land---
is not. Such societies, Diamond puts it, "uniformly possess a communal economic 
base; economic exploitation of man by man, as we know it in archaic and modern 
civilizations, is absent." As a result, "the expectations of food, clothing, 
shelter, and work are not juridical because they are unexceptional." As for the 
land, perhaps the eminent Harvard anthropologist Dorothy Lee said it best more 
than thirty years ago: "what is for us land tenure, or ownership, or rights of 
use and disposal, is for other societies an intimate belongingness," an attitude 
in which people "conceive of themselves as belonging to the land in the way that 
flora and fauna belong to it. They cultivate the land by the grace of the immanent 
7 spirits, but they cannot dispose of it and cannot conceive of doing so." 
2. Leadership and social organization in indigenous societies, like the 
economy, tends to be "coDD11unal and traditional," Diamond notes, "not political or 
secular." This is not to say that there are no leaders, but that the entire fabric 
of soci .ety---"all meaningful social, economic, and ideological relations"---is seen 
. 
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as synonymous with an integrated network of kinship. Even in relatively large-
scale indigenous societies, such as those in Hawai'i at the time of Western contact, 
"where hundreds of people may be said to descend from a common ancestor and the 
actual blood relationships may either be entirely attenuated or completely 
fictitious, people still behave toward each other as if they were kin." This, 
"the most historically significant" feature of indigenous society---the feature 
most commented on by anthropological observers---has no spatial or temporal limita-
tions: the kinship network, the "personalism" of indigenous culture, "extends 
from the family outward to the society at large and ultimately to nature itself." 
Thus, Diamond notes, the people in such societies "live in a personal, corporate 
world, a world that tends to be a 'thou' to the subjective 'I' rather than an 'it' 
impinging upon an objectively separate and divided self. 118 
The consequence of such a world view for leadership in indigenous societies 
is that leaders are seen more as caretakers than as ultimate and unshakable 
authorities. There is rarely, if ever, a "king" in an indigenous society---and, 
indeed, the absence of a single, king-like, autocratic figure is often said to be 
9 part of the definition of an indigenous society. Leadership is divided and 
changeable; the various leaders' powers are limited and they have no divine claim 
to authority sufficient to deny the people their power to abandon or depose 
them. Thus, "in a profound psychological sense," Diamond concludes, such societies 
10 
are "democratic; though they are not reductively 'equalitarian. "' 
1. fultural integration and social change in indigenous societies are in-
variably conservative, in the root meaning of the word. Time is not marked off or 
measured in a mechanical, linear way; it is seen as cyclical and at one with the 
ecological rhythms of the natural world. There is no sharp cleavage between the 
physical and spiritual realms and thus no elevation of one realm to the detriment 
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of the other. Diamond writes: "Between religion and social structure, social 
structure and economic organization, economic organization and technology, the 
magical and pragmatic, there are intricate and harmonious correlations.ull 
Moreover, guiding this framework of correlations is a code of life that 
Robert Redfield, in a classic explication, has called the "moral order"---in 
contrast to the "technical order" that guides modern Western society, In a society 
guided by 11moral orderu behavior is organized around ideas of what is "right" 
(rather than "useful" or "necessary" or "expedient"---terms which characterize 
the "technical order") and in a morally-ordered society "sentiments, morality and 
12 conscience" determine the correctness of conduct. Thus there is no sense of, or 
yearning for, religious or social "progress" (and, conversely, no fear of "back-
sliding"), no determination to pull the society out of imagined depravity, no 
endless debating over religious technicalities (in most indigenous societies there 
is no separate -word for religion) 13 , and no such thing as religious war. "The 
preacher of conversion and the preacher of moral regeneration are creatures of 
civilization," Redfield writes---noting for example that "for two and a half 
centuries a community of Tewa Indians have lived among the Hopi of First Mesa," 
totally maintaing their cultural integrity and, Redfield wryly observes, leaving 
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no evidence "that Tewa and Hopi send missionaries to each other." 
Indigenous societies are, in Diamond's words, "systems in equilibrium" that 
"do not manifest the internal turbulence endemic in archaic or contemporary 
civilizations." Thus: 
society 1s apprehended as a part of the natural order, as the backdrop 
against which the drama of individual life unfolds. It is sanctified 
by myth, revealed in ritual. and buttressed by tradition. The social 
network is perceived as a more or less permanent arrangement of human 
beings vis-a-vis each other. Since the basic needs of food, clothing, 
shelter and ••• personal participation are satisfied ••• in a socially-
non-exploitative manner, revolutionary activity is, insofar as I am 
aware, unknown. 
Thus, the individual in indigenous society, "is a conservative'': 
his society changes its essential form only under the impact of 
external circumstances or in response to drastic changes in the 
natural environment. Institutional disharmonies never reach the 
point of social destruction or, correlatively, of chronic, wide-
spread individual disorganization. 15 
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In short, in indigenous society the individual's world 0 is neither compart-
mentalized nor fragmented, and none of its p~rcs is in fatal conflict with the 
16 others." As a result of this complex interrelationship of entites, all the 
products of the natural and spiritual worlds are regarded with respect and care, 
all are pos~essed of power, and none can be dispatched, abandoned, or exploited 
in a mood of indifference. 
Diamond's model, supported by an enormous array of other anthropological 
findings, can be boiled down to a paragraph: 
Indigenous societies tend to have communal economies. In such 
economies private ownership of the economic base---including the 
land--~does not exist. Neither does the idea of profit or surplus 
accumulation in the Western sense, with the result bhat there is a 
remarkably even level of goods distribution; to the extent that 
food, clothing, shelter, and work are available to anyone, they are 
available to everyone. In those indigenous societies that have 
relatively permanent leadership positions (there are many that do 
not), such leaders are viewed as part of the overall kinship network 
and not as independent, secular, autocratic masters. There are no 
"kings" in indigenous societies and those people not in leadership 
positions can and often do depose or abandon leaders who betray their 
shared trust. Embracing every institution in indigenous societies is 
a recognition of the essential unity of existence, a sense of the 
interdependence of all things, and a belief in the ultimate permanence 
of moral tradition. The natural world, the spiritual world, and the 
world of humans are equally real, equally "alive" and subjective, and 
equally protected from casual exploitation. 
So much for the model. How did the reality of Hawaiian society before Western 




Precontact Hawai'i was a society with a subsistence economy--that is, an 
economy without a market and without a need for surplus production. Some writers, 
however, load this term with a bias when they read into its meaning the idea, in 
Pierre Clastres' words, of an economy that "permits the society it sustains to 
merely subsist," an economy that "continually calls upon the totality of its 
productive forces to supply its members with the minimum necessary for subsistence." 
Used in this way (not in the simple descriptive way in which we shall use it) 
Western historians of indigenous peoples have often displayed a remarkable 
tolerance for self-contradiction: indigenous peoples, they find, live in pre-
cariously formed subsistence economies; and, they continue, indigenous peoples 
are lazy. 
Now, as Clastres has pointed out, "one cannot have it both ways": either 
people in these societies do live in such subsistence economies and thus must, by 
definition, spend virtually all their waking hours i.n search of food; or they do 
not live in such subsistence economies and thus have time available for leisure 
17 and other pursuits, In Hawai'i, the Western prejudice was in fact stood on its 
head: the people were neither lazy, nor did they live in a subsistence economy 
requiring an endless search for food. They had bounteous amounts of food available 
as a result of diligent and ingenious labor---and they also had a good deal of 
time available to pursue sporting, cultural and artistic activities. 
A number of things repeatedly impressed Westerners about Hawai'i during those 
first years of contact: the strong and well-proportioned bodies of the people, 
with thC"ir "remarkably pleasing countenances"; the neatness and cleanliness of their 
homes and persons; the orderliness of the society and the affection of the people 
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for one another; the industriousness of the people, especially as demonstrated 
in their intensive and astonishingly productive cultivation of the land; the 
facility with which the men built and maneuvered their sea-going craft; and the 
vigor, discipline, and complex precision with which dance and sporting events 
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were carried out. None of this, of course, came about by accident. In an 
effort to understand this flourishing land and people, let us turn back to the 
social categories we previously excerpted from Stanley Diamond's typology. 
1. The islands of Hawai'i are enormous volcanic mountains projecting up 
out of the ocean. The economy of precontact Hawai'i depended primarily upon a 
balanced use of the products of this mountainous land and the sea. This accounts 
for the ingenious way in which the land was divided. 
Each island, or mokupuni, was divided into separate districts lmown as 
'okana. Each 'okana, which ran from the mountains to the sea, was then subdivided 
into ahupua'a, which themselves ran in wedge-shaped pieces from the mountains to 
the sea---and each ahupua 1a was then divided into 'ili, on which resided the 'ohana 
(exte11dt.!d families) who cultivated tha land. This 'ohana was the core economic 
unit in Hawaiian society. Here is how it operated, according to two of the most 
knowledgeable modern historians of ancient Hawai'i: 
Between households within the 'ohana there was constant sharing 
and exchange of foods and of utilitarian articles and also of 
services, not in barter but as voluntary (though decidedly obli-
gatory) giving. 'Ohana living inland (ko kula uka), raising taro, 
bananas, wauke (for tapa, or barkcloth,---;aking) and olona (for its 
liber), and needing gourds, coconuts and marine foods, would take 
a gift to some 'ohana living near the shore (ko kula kai) and in 
return would receive fish or whatever was needed. The fishermen 
needing poi or 'awa would take fish, squid or lobster upland to a 
household known to have taro, and would return with his kalo (taro) 
or pa'i'ai (hard poi, the steamed and pounded taro corm)~ 
woman from seaward, wanting some medicinal plant, or sugarcane per-
haps, growing on the land of a relative living inland would take 
.. 
with her a basket of shellfish or some edib~e seaweed and 
would return with her stalks of sugarcane or her medicinal 
plants. In other words, it was the 'ohana that constituted 
the community within which the economic life moved~ 19 
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Needless to say, there was no money (in Diamond's words, no "abstract, 
intrinsically valueless medium for appropriating surplus, storing value, and 
deferring payment or delaying exchange") in precontact Hawai'i, nor did there 
exist the economic concepts on which such a medium could be based. There was no 
idea of surplus appropriation, value storing or payment deferral in precontact 
Hawai'i ---because there was no idea of financial profit from exchange; and thus, 
there was also no concept of economic exploitation. There was an annual tax levied 
by the ali'i, or chiefs; however, "this was not levied individually on planters, 
but they were assessed by the haku (the head of the extended family) in proportion 
20 
to the land cultivated and the crop ." 
These various land subdivisions, in the words of one recent anthropo l ogist, 
operated out of a decentralized "conical clan" social system that tolerated "competing 
" d , 21 politics and was rooted in a tradition of economically indepen ent ahupua a. 
The necessities of life---food, clothing, shelter---were never fought over because 
one's basic right to them was never questioned. Along with the right to work, these 
rights simply adhered to an individual as part of his or her membership in the 'ohana. 
As anthropologist Marion Kelly has written: "under the Hawaiian system of land-use 
rights the people living within each ahupua'a had access to all the necessities of 
life," thus establishing an independence founded upon the availability of "forest 
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land, taro and sweet potato areas, and fishing grounds." 
If these were unquestioned rights that could not be taken away, there were 
other "rights 11 (in the Western way of thinking) that, on the contrary, could not 
be given t o or held by anyone: private land or water rights. Such notions "had no 
place in old Hawaiian thinking. The idea of private ownership of land was unknown" 
- 12 
and "water ... like sunlight, as source of life to land and man, was the possession 
23 of no man," no matter how high his social rank. 
One p~rticularly revealing manifestation of the Hawaiian attitude toward 
land and the environment in general can be seen reflected in the Hawaiian language. 
' The Hawaiian language has two forms of possessive: the 110 11 possessive, which 
signifies a non-acquired and therefore inalienable status---for example, one's body; 
and the "a" possessive, which signifies acquired and therefore alienable status---
for example, most material objects. There are, however, certain material objects 
that take the "o" possessive, meaning they cannot be acquired or alienated: house, 
canoe, land, and sometimes adzes, In the very structure of the language, then, 
we have confirmation of this crucial aspect of precontact Hawaiian life: land 
could not be acquired or disposed of because it was inalienable and available to 
everyone. 
2. If the 'ohana was the center of the Hawaiians' economic universe it was 
equally the heart of the political realm . As E. S. C. Handy put it: "Government in 
old Hawai'i was a personal or family affair centering in the Mo'i (the supreme 
ali'i (the 'chief', as it were) of a moku (island or segment of an island) . " 
Despite the high rank and privilege bestowed upon the Mo'i, he acted only in concert 
with other ali'i: "in practice, a Mo'i discussed in a council of ali'i (aha ali'i) 
the fitness of prospective heirs, who were qualified by rank for succession, and 
24 witn the approval of the council, the decision was made and announced." 
There was no king in precontact Hawai'i (like the concept of private property, 
25 "the figment of monarchy" had to await the coming of the West), and thus the 
Mo'i of each island or island section was the bearer of the highest rank. That 
rank, however, was only one stage in the hierarchy of things, as the Mo'i was the 
"pivotal point between heaven and earth" and "the medi\Dll through which superior power 
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was capable of being induced by magic and worship for the protection of the people 
and the prosperity of the land." He was assisted by a chief advisor lmown as the 
kalaimoku, an individual whose office was personal rather than fonnal, and the 
priests---who themselves possessed great authority and were independent of the 
26 
powers of the kalaimoku. 
Before these figures and the ali'i were the maka'iinana, the people of the 
land. Although subordinate to the ali'i, they supplied the M~'i with his economic 
requirements and he in tum supplied his family, the court and the priests. In 
certain crucial respects, the Mo'i and the maka'°iinana were bound together in a 
reciprocal interdependence: "Land and people existed for the Mo'i, as earth and 
men belonged to the gods ••• On the other hand, the Mo'i existed for the sake of the 
people whose welfare depended upon him. 1127 In general, 11 the relationship of the 
planter and his family to the high chief, and to the ali'i class in general, was 
a very personal one in which ardent affection was the prevailing feeling unless 
28 an ali'i was quite despicable, which was rare." 
And rare for very good reason. Unlike feudal European economic and political 
arrangements, to which the ancient Hawaiian system has often been erroneously 
compared, the maka'ainana neither owf\ed military service to the Mo'i nor were they 
bound to the land. Should any of them decide to leave an area and move to another, 
they ~ere always free to do so. And should they choose another, more drastic path, 
that too was available to them. Among a number of stories, it is told that an 
eighteenth century chief named Koihala directed the people in his district to do 
what they considered excessive work. On top of that, he robbed the fishermen of 
their catch: 
The story is that he compelled his canoe men to paddle him here and 
there where the fleets of fishing canoes were, The wind was bleak 
and his men suffered from the wet and the cold, he being snugly housed 
in the pola. (A raised shelter between the hulls of a double canoe.) 
One <lay he had his men take his canoe out towards the south cape 
where there was a fleet of fishing canoes. His own canoe, being 
filled with the spoils of his robbery, began to sink; and he called 
out for help. The fishermen declined all assistance; his own men 
left and swam to the canoes of the fishers, leaving him entirely 
in the lurcli, He was drowned. 29 
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As Marion Kelly notes, the maka 1ainana labored willingly most of the time; 
but they also"took pride in their independence and dignity and never permitted 
30 themselves to be abused for long. 11 The story of the hapless chief Koihala is 
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not unique. It is not surprising, then, that among the chiefs there existed a 
uwholesome fear of the people," as David Malo long ago noted. 32 
Clearly, the chiefs were caretakers. Their powers were intertwined with 
the complex network of kinship that was the carefully nurtured center of social 
life and the maka'~inana were a far from docile group of followers---even at the 
leve] of the 'ohana: 
The Haku headed the councils of the 'ohana; he was the revered leader; 
but the old folk, men and women of strong character, were extremely 
independent in speech and action; consequently the haku was no dictator 
but was subject to the advice and opinion of householders and of all 
other members of his 'ohana concerned in or affected by decisions and 
enterprises. 33 
Thus, the genius of the mutually beneficial political system of precontact 
Hawai'i: on the one hand, the independent maka'ainana and their 'ohana were free 
to move and live under the Mo'i of their choosing---while on the other hand, the 
individual Mo'i increased his status and material prosperity by having more people 
living within his moku or domain, In combination---and without the overbearing 
presence of a king or other ultimate, single human authority---these two parts of 
the system together created a powerful and permanent incentive for the society's 
leaders to provide for all their constituents' well-being and contentment. To fail 
to do so meant the Mo'i's loss of constituents, loss of prosperity, loss of status, 
and- -- most important of all---loss of mana, or spiritual power. 
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3. "The principle of k?pu was the keystone of the arch that supported 
the traditional culture of old Hawai 1 i.u 34 So writes E.S.C. Handy in a well-
known sentence. 
Kapu~~a variant of tapu or ~~~-meant to the ancient Hawaiians a restric-
tion, a prohibition, sometimes because the thing in question was sacred and 
sometimes because it was contaminated. Kapu was the sacred law. To refer back 
to Redfield's terminology, it was the driving force of the "moral order.'" the 
code upon which dterminations of "right" and "wrong" were based. It was kapu 
that determined everything from the time for building canoes to correct eating 
behavior. As Handy puts it: 
In planting, fishing, canoe-making and house-building, which were 
men's work, the materials used, the operatives, the actual labor 
involved and the place consecrated to it were sacred and hence 
protected by kapu. Thus in making of a new canoe, the tree from 
the moment of its felling, the men who hewed, hauled and finished 
it, the shed by the shore in which it was trimmed and rigged were 
under a spell of consecration, which was removed by ritual at the 
time of the launching. 35 
One result of the kapu system was that social change was relatively slow 
in precontact Hawai'i. The society was a system in balance, guided by an in-
flexible (but readily internalized) moral code. People knew where they stood and 
what was expected of them; in a sense, th en, the kapu was both liberating and 
confining. But it was liberating and confining for everyone. No one was above 
the law. Indeed everyone and everything was immersed in the law. And the law 
was immersed in the natural world. 
The gods in ancient Hawai'i were, as Handy says, "by no means a vague 
feeling." On the contrary: "The gods of the Polynesians were personified concepts 
that, on the one hand, embodied the desires and needs, the hopes and dreads of 
their worshippers; and, on the other hand, individualized the elements and forces 
36 that they observed in nature." Whereas Western culture has tended to restrict 
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consciousness to human beings (and has often bickered even about that), thus 
objectifying and dehumanizing everything in the non-hmoan realm. Hawaiian culture 
did just the reverse: it animated the world at every level, granting conscious-
ness to an extraordinarily wide sweep of reality. This view was ·manifested in 
song and dance and poetry: 
The poetry of ancient Hawai'i evinces a deep and genuine love of 
nature. and a minute, affectionate, and untiring observation of 
her moods •.• Her poets never tire of depicting nature; sometimes, 
indeed, their art seems heaven-born. 37 
Hawaiians developed a great depth of sensual feeling for the non-human world 
and an extraordinary respect for the life of the sea, the forest, and the sky. To 
return once again to Stanley Diamond: to the precontact Hawaiian, the world around 
him was "neither compartmentalized nor fragmented, and none of its parts (was) in 
fatal conflict with the others." 
It is perhaps ironic~--tragically ironic, in view of the destruction wrought 
upon Hawaiian culture by the coming of the West--~that only in the late nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries did Western science and philosophy begin to comprehend. and 
to celebrate the "discovery" of concepts that were an integral part of ancient 
Hawaiian life. Thus, centuries before Darwin announced his theory of evolution, 
Hawaiians had elucidated the heart of that idea in their great creation chant, 
Knmulipo. And only with the philosophical writings of Alfred North Whitehead, 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Edmund Husserl. and others, did the West begin to recognize 
what Whitehead called "the fallacy of misplaced concreteness"---that is, the mistaken 
notion of subject/object polarization that had puzzled the West since Plato, but 
that had no place in the Hawaiian perception of reality. In the wisdom of its 
traditional metaphysics, Hawaiian culture long knew what the West is only now 
(and against continued resistance) finding out. 
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If much of this has seemed abstract, that is because the constraints of 
space and time required it to be. But what, beyond the abstract formulation, did 
the ancient Hawaiians' world look like? Here is Captain Cook upon meeting two 
Hawaiian men: 
Both of these chiefs were men of strong and well-proportioned bodies, 
and of countenances remarkably pleasing. Kaneena especially, whose 
portrait Mr. Webber has drawn, was one of the finest men I ever saw. 
He was about six feet high, had regular and expressive features, with 
lively, dark eyes; his carriage was easy, firm, and graceful. 38 
Here is Archibald Menzies describing some of these men in a mock battle 
staged for the white visitors: 
They first fought with blunt spears which they darted from their 
hands at one another with amazing force and dexterity, making them 
pass through the air with a whirring noise and quivering motion, 
yet the party aimed at on either side would often catch hold of 
them in their rapid course and instantly turn their points with 
equal force and velocity on those who hove them. 39 
Here is a surgeon with Cook's crew, a Mr. Samwell, on the sight of the 
Hawaiian canoes that met the Resolution and Discovery: 
We counted 150 large sailing canoes. Many of which contained thirty 
and forty men, we reckoned that altogether there could not be less 
about the two ships than 1,000 canoes and 10,000 (Hawaiians). 40 
Here is Archibald Campbell, one of the first Westerners actually to live 
in Hawai'i for an extended time, on domestic life: 
It is only by size that the houses of the chiefs are distinguished 
from those of the lower orders, for the same barn-like shape is 
universal. They are, however, kept very clean, and their household 
utensils, consisting of wooden dishes and calabashes, are hung, neatly 
arranged, upon the walls ••• In all of (the houses) the utmost attention 
to cleanliness prevails. 41 
Here is William Shaler on agriculture: 
These are certainly the most industrious people I ever saw ••. (They) have, 
by long and successive experiments, brought their agriculture to an in-
credible degree of perfection.,.I have seen, in some places, aqueducts 
constructed to bring water to elevated lands, that would do honour to the 
ingenuity of a much more civilized people. 42 
-
Archibald Menzies, a professional naturalist, was more willing to overloo k 
the problem of "civilization 11 : 
Even the shelving cliffs of rocks were planted with esculent roots, 
banked in and watered by aqueducts from the rivulet with as much 
art as if their level had been taken by the most ingenious engineer. 
We could not indeed but admire the laudable ingenuity of these people 
in cultivating their soil with so much economy. The indefatigable 
labor in making these little fields in so rugged a situation, the 
care and industry with which they were transplanted, watered and kept 
in order, surpassed anything of the kind we had ever seen before. 43 
Cook also commented on agriculture. On a trip inland he "did not observe 
a single spot of ground that was capable of improvement, left unplanted: and, 
indeed, it appeared ... hardly possible for the country to be cultivated to a 
greater advantage." 
And on personal relationships, here again is Cook: 
It was a pleasure to observe with how much affection the women managed 
their infants, and how readily the men lent their assistance to such 
tender office. 44 
Or Captain George Vancouver, noting the "fair and honest dealing in all their 
commercial intercourse" and the calm and orderliness of the people "although there 
was not a chief or any person of distinction amongst them to enforce their good 
behavior; neither man nor woman attempted to come on board, without first obtaining 
permission; and when this was refused, they remained perfectly quiet in their canoes 
alongside." 
Or Vancouver on a performance of hula : 
The entertainment consisted of three parts, and was performed by three 
different parties consisting of about two hundred women in each, who 
ranged themselves in five or six rows . ,.The whole of this numerous group 
was in perfect unison of voice and action, that it were impossible even 
to the bend of a finger, to have discerned the least variation. Their voices 
were melodious and their actions were as innumerable as, by me, they 
were indescribable; they exhibited great ease and much elegance, and the 
whole was executed with a degree of correctness not easily to be imagined. 45 
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Pages might continue to be filled with observations of this sort, but the 
same point would simply be made again and again and again. 
The society of precontact Hawai 1i was, in crucial respects, an exemplar of 
the indigenous society model devised by Stanley Diamond. And it was a far cry 
from the culturally impoverished "subsistence" sociiety unfriendly Western writers 
commonly ascribe to the indigenous world. But, on that January day of 1778 when 
Captain Cook sailed off the coast of Hawai'i, there was another society that can 
properly be described as "precontact." It was English society, as represented on 
ooard Cook's ships, Resolution and Discovery. With regard to Hawaiian society, 
after all, English society was still in a precontact stage, How did that society 
compare or contrast with the indigenous model? 
III. 
It has often been remarked that Captain Cook brought to Hawai'i something 
the Hawaiians had never before seen. Iron. But that was not all he brought. He 
brought vermin that would in time infest the environment. And he brought disease 
that would torture and destroy the people. But he also brought, in himself and the 
minds of his men, a view of the world that could not co-exist with that of the people 
who would welcome him as their guest. He brought capitalism, he brought Western 
political ideas, and he brought Christianity. Let us see how these match up wi t h 
the relevant parallel ideas in Hawaiian society and indigenous societies generally. 
1 . In capitalism Cook brought with him (in what one economist has called a 
"minimal structural definition°) an economic system that places in the hands of 
pri11ate individuals and firms the means of production. That is, those 11material 
means essential to the survival of the individual or the group"---material means 
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that in indigenous societies are held in colTlllon---were, in Cook's homeland, 
the private property of a wealthy few. Further, as opposed to the economically 
non-competitive and non-acquisitive indigenous forms of material distribution 
of goods (where "no man need go hungry while another eats"), in capitalism Cook 
brought with him the abstract notion of money, with all its ideological trappings, 
and the idea that the proper method of its distribution among people is through the 
competitive arena of the marketplace. 
Whatever can be said about capitalism, this much is beyond dispute: the 
notion ofprivate ownership of land and private control of all other aspects of 
goods distribution is at the heart of the system; so too is the idea of labor as 
a collDnodity to be bought and sold. Under the economic system that prevailed in 
Cook's homeland and in the minds of his crew, no one had a right to expect, as a 
matter of course, access to food, clothing, shelter, medical care, or work; all 
of these were articles or means of trade that each individual had to wrest from 
a resisting co111111unity of others who placed great value on the personal traits of 
ambition, self-reliance, and cunning. Individual survival rested not on ~depen-
dence, but on independence---on personal exploitation of others, rather than on 
communal sharing with them. 
2, In England, where Cook and his men came from, there was a king. Though 
no longer possessed of the autocratic powers of many of his predecessors (these 
had been lost, along with the king's head, at an earlier time) the King of England 
still symbolized an individual atop the pyramidal structure of the state. Indeed, 
it had not been that long since the time when Puritans like Christopher Goodman 
and Henry Bullinger had openly questioned the unlimited power of the throne---and 
had to retreat to Geneva or Holland as a result. 
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Moreover, the relatively new parliamentary political system of England was 
still nothing like the political system of indigenous societies; on the contrary, 
England's political system was in many ways precisely the reverse of that common 
to indigenous societies. Where leadership in indigenous societies tends to be 
"communal and traditional, not political or secular," in England leadership was no-w 
both political and secular, not communal or traditional. 
Like the economic system, the political system was intensely competitive and 
individualistic. Notions of extended kinship relations, of naturally expected and 
accepted reciprocity, of temporal and mundane power as part of the web of a larger 
reality---these had no place in the modern world of eighteenth century England. 
Power, like money, was simply to be seized by those most willing and fit to make 
the effort. And those without power took their lives in their hands should they 
attempt to resist or elude its grasp. 
3. Finally, there was Christianity, the belief system that enveloped and 
nurtured the social world, Such a religion could not have been more different 
from the spiritual beliefs of the Hawaiians or of indigenous people in general. 
Time was seen as linear, proceeding from a specific beginning to an imminent and 
apocalyptic end. The earthly world and the spiritual world were separated by an 
irmnense gulf---and compared to the spritual world the earthly world was a pit of 
ghastly depravity. 
The chasm between the earthly and spiritual realms was repeated in the other 
subdivisions of reality. Paramount among these subdivisions were those separating 
God, man, and nature. God was transcendent and man, as Henri Frankfort has noted, 
"remained outside nature, exploiting it for a livelihood ••• but never sharing its 
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mysterious life," "Nature," as the Christian theologian Charles Davis accurately 
puts it, "is not sacred for the Christian. 1147 Thus, speaking as a Christian---
though not uncritically---the distinguished twentieth century historian Lynn 
White could observe: 
We are superior to nature, contemptuous of it, willing to use it for 
our slightest whim ••• To a Christian a tree can be no more than a physical 
fact. The whole concept of the sacred grove is alien to Christianity and 
to the ethos of the West. For nearly two millennia·Christian missionaries 
have been chopping down sacred groves, which are idolatrous because they 
assume spirit in nature. 48 
2'l. . 
Yes, they chopped down sacred groves but the Christian missionaries also did 
much more. Relentlessly driven to wipe from the face of the earth every religious 
faith but their own, Christian missionaries became not only the front line of 
WestPrn incursion into the rest of the world, they were also revolutionaries at the 
heart of _political turbulence at home.~ 9 In short, far from functioning in the way 
that belief systems do among indigenous people---that is, as an integrative f orce, 
uniting the varied realms of reality and providing equilibrium to the social process 
---Christianity strove to segregate and hierarchically rank the realms of reality 
while endlessly disrupting the social order, This was particularly so among 
England's Protestants from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries---the 
period of that nations' initial forays into the Pacific. 
Moreover, embedded in the Western consciousness of this time---religious and 
secular alike---was an attitude toward non-Western people that was racist i11 the 
extreme. Eighteenth century English society was obsessed with a sense of Anglo-
Saxon superiority and the complementary inferiority of people of color throughout 
the world, This obsession was so remarkable that one recent analyst of pseudo-
scientific racism calls England "the logical site" in which that dogma "was to be 
born. 1150 During the past fifteen years or so a host of historical and psychological 
literature has documented and analyzed this pathological conceit, so well described 
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by David Hume thirty years before the Western invasion of Hawai'i: "There never 
was a civilized nation of any other complexion than white," he wrote, "nor even 
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any individual eminent either in action or speculation." 
In sumJ then, on almost every measure that we have examined---the economic, 
the political and the religious---the world views and ideology carried by European 
adventurers into the Pacific were directly at odds with that of the people who were 
to become their hosts. What Stanley Diamond has said of the differences between 
Western and indigenous world views in general---that they "are as antithetical 
as it is possible for cultural attributes to become within the limits of the human 
condition"---was true as well in the specific case of Hawai'i and its encounter with 
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Captain Cook. 
But again, as in the earlier discussion of precontact Hawaiian society, much 
of what I have just said has been cast in fairly abstract terms. What we have asked 
of the Hawaiians we should also ask of the English sailors who encountered the 
Hawaiians in 1778: What did England look like at that time? What had Cook and his 
crew left behind them when they began their fateful voyage to the Pacific? 
England in the middle of the eighteenth century was a world in which a third of 
the population, in historian Lawrence Stone's words, lived "on the bare margin of 
subsistence." Malnutrition made rickets common among children, broke the bodies 
of many adults, and starved not a few of both---a condition only temporarily relieved 
by the famous food riots that occurred from time to time, whenever utter desperation 
set in. England at this time was populated by a people afflicted with. among other 
scourges, the "all but universal disease "of smallpox, a disease that killed or blinded 
or disfigured for life its countless multitudes of victims. Indeed, as Stone notes, 
among the English "only a relatively small proportion .•. at any given time was healthy 
-
and attractive, quite apart from the normal features of smell and dirt." 
was wrong with them? Many things: 
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What 
Both sexes suffered long periods of crippling illness, which incapacitated 
them for months or years. Even when relatively well, they often suffered 
from disorders which made sex painful to them or unpleasant to their 
partners. Women suffered from a whole series of gynaecological disorders, 
particularly leuchorrhea, but also vaginal ulcers, tumours, inflanunations 
and haemorrhages which often made sexual intercourse disagreeable, painful, 
or impossible. Both sexes must very often have had bad breath from the 
rotting teeth and constant stomach disorders which can be documented from 
many sources, while suppurating ulcers, eczema, scabs, running sores and 
other nauseating skin diseases were extremely common, and often lasted for 
years. 53 
Then, of course, there was "the ever-present risk of venereal disease. 0 The 
54 great Boswell, for one, contracted gonorrhea at least seventeen different times. 
In addition to the stench of disease and simple bodily filth (in England, as in 
France up to the end of the nineteenth century, it was common for women "to die 
without ever once having taken a bath"--unlike men who had to bathe occasionally 
while in military service), there were the ever-present odors of death and excrement. 
"In towns of the eighteenth century," Stone writes, "the city ditches, now often 
filled with stagnant water, were commonly used as latrines; butchers killed animals 
in their shops and threw the offal of the carcasses into the streets; dead animals 
were left to decay and fester where they lay." Human excrement was dumped in the 
streets each night. And, in addition, "a special problem" was the phenomenon of 
"poor's holes": .. large, deep, open pits in which were laid the bodies of the poor, 
side by side, row upon row." These huge pits were left uncovered until entirely 
filled with corpses, causing one contemporary to complain: "How noisome the stench 
is that arises from these holes so stowed with dead bodies, especially in sultTy 
55 seasons and after rain." 
This was English civilization. A far remove from Hawai'i. And then there were 
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the children. Infanticide was cormnon---not, as in most indigenous societies, 
because of infant malformation, but because of financial desperation. The same 
desperation led to the abandonment of thousands of infants each year, almost all 
of whom died. To leave babies "lying in the gutters and rotting in the dung-heaps" 
56 was to leave little room for hope. Those who didn't die immediately were sent 
off to parish workhouses, where they soon did---sometimes because of neglect, other 
times because of murder; poisoning with gin was a favorite technique used by some 
nurses. And on all this misery there was, of course, someone always ready to make 
a profit: "the Overseers of the Poor, who extracted a lump sum from the father, or 
the putative father if the infant was a bastard, and made a clear profit from the 
51 early death of the child." 
The capitalist ethos could do better than prey on the deaths of children, 
however; it could prey more profitably on their lives. Some were "virtually enslaved" 
for prostitution or to serve as pick-pockets' apprentices, Others suffered crueller 
fates: 
Some had their teeth torn out to serve as artificial teeth for the rich; 
others were deliberately maimed by beggars to arouse compassion and extract 
alms. Even this latter crime was one upon which the law looked with a 
remarkably tolerant eye. In 1761 a beggar woman, convicted of deliberately 
"putting out the eyes of children with whom she went about the country" in 
order to attr!St pity and alms, was sentenced to no more than two years' 
imprisonment. 
Thus the home country of Captain Cook. The would-be saviours of the Hawaiians 
left a homeland littered with hungry, deprived, sick, and viciously exploited men, 
women, and children (the poorest of whom,·theorist John Locke had recently suggested, 
might best be virtually enslaved) 59 to bring the beacon of civilization to a healthy, 
strong, happy, and well-nourished people. They left a nation where avarice was 
accepted and where vast concentrations of wealth and political power were held by 
a tiny handful of men, to bring enlightenment to a land where the economy was 
communal and where such oligarchic wealth and power was non-existent. And 
they sailed in ships manned by conscript crews---to liberate a people who did 
not know the meaning of conscription. 
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Not everyone, of course, lived under such conditions in eighteenth century 
England. But vast multitudes did---and long had, and long would. The entire social 
system dictated as much, Captain Cook himself had struggled up from this vast slough 
of degradation, while his men were still deeply mired in it. 
Clearly, the English were a people with extraordinary pretensions of racial 
superiority---who treated their own people with callous disregard. They were a 
people whose entire social engine of money, politics, and religion was roaring 
toward empire. Only other aspirants to imperialist dominance---Germany, France, 
America---would dare step in England's path. 
IV. 
And so, on .January 18, 1778, England and Hawai'i confronted one another. For 
a short time, Cook's ships bobbed in the waters off Kaua'i. Then contact 
was made. Flesh touched flesh. And instantly the tragedy had begun. 
The first murders began even as the first words were spoken. Bacteria that 
Cook carried in his ship and on his person, bacteria for which the Hawaiians had no 
natural immunities, started their invisible invasion. In less than seventy years, 
the Hawaiian population would be cut in half---and well on its way to being halved 
again. 60 The invisible killer that medical historian Alfred W. Crosby has called 
conquistador y pestilencia, the killer that had slain over ninety percent of · the 
61 indigenous population of South and North America was now loose in Hawai'i. As in 
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the Americas, so in the Pacific; ninety percent of the Hawaiians would perish 
62 before the pestilence had subsided. 
But Hawaiians died, as others before them had, not only from disease, but from 
ua general lack of will to live after their whole culture had been shattered by 
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alien invasion." The Hawaiians rendered this terrible giving up in their own 
language; ''Ni kanaka I oku I u wale aku no i kau I uhanelt---"The people gave up their 
souls and died." 
Hawaiian society had been a classic example of what anthropologist Marshall 
Sahlins has called "the original affluent society." Long, slow centuries of 
cultural evolution had produced a society with "an unparalleled material plenty" 
without the endless work necessary to close what in modern society is the never-
64 ending gap between means and desires. Unto itself, such a social order was strong 
and resilient. It was a_ unified and integrated and coll'Rllunal society that had 
drawn together as if in a fine web the multiple layers of human and natural and 
supernatural existence. But like many complex and finely-tuned institutions, this 
kind of world was vulnerable to gross and barbaric assault. 
Eighteenth century England was the opposite of an affluent society, if we accept 
Sahlins' definition of an affluent society as one "in which all the people's material 
wants are easily satisfied. 1165 It was a society of great economic disparity, a 
' society on the brink of modern capitalisms' enshrinement of artificial need fulfill-
ment as the measure of success. It was a driven society that left in its wake 
enormous amounts of human flotsam as the price of "progress" for a privileged few. 
It was a rapacious society, at the time deeply involved in the African slave trade, 
that segregated the human and natural and supernatural orders. In the words of 
political theorist C,B. MacPherson, eighteenth century English society was character-
ized by "possessive individualism" and was beginning to fetishize and objectify that 
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idea, The Hawaiians were to be among its victims. 
Without the ravages of disease from Western voyagers, the postcontact 
history of Hawai'i might have been different. We shall never know. Disease 
has always been the Europeans' first friend in his colonizing efforts, his most 
valuable weapon in breaking the back of the indigenous society he has chosen to 
67 invade. 
But more than disease, the West brought co Hawai'i--as to the rest of the 
Pacific--an amoral and opportunistic self-righteousness that preyed on the weakened 
survivors of the bacteriological assault. Hawai 1 i was to become a client state 
o f the West. Toward that end it was necessary for the West to remake Hawaiian 
society in its own image. So the English helped generously in the creation of a 
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Hawaiian royalty which could be dominated, manipulated and controlled. 
That, howev~r, is another story for another time . In these pages all I have 
attempted to demonstrate is the cultural reality---and some of the consequences---
behind the polarized world views that the Euroepan and Hawaiian en countered in 
each other on that day when their paths happened to cross. The revison of Pacific 
history has already begun, This is but one small chapter in that revision. 
It is well to remember that politics and scholarship are rarely separated with 
success. Nor should they be . For generations a self-serving Western bias has been 
part and parcel of the colonized history of the Pacific. That is changing now, as is 
the response to colonization itself. 
I 
"We must realize," writes historian Wilbur Jacobs, 11 that modern nativest activism 
has its basis in a real disagreement with a white man's culture that has taken so 
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